Pitfalls for OSINT investigations: Surveillance and online falsification tendencies
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Open Source Intelligence or ‘OSINT’ has become a permanent fixture in the private sector to assess product perceptions, track public opinions or measure customer loyalty.[12] The public sector, and here particularly law enforcement agencies (LEAs) such as police, also increasingly acknowledge the value of OSINT techniques to enhance their investigative capabilities and to allow more effective responses against criminal threats.[5]

OSINT refers to the collection of intelligence from information sources that are freely available in the public. This includes offline sources such as newspapers, magazines, radio and television as well as information on the internet.[4,16,17] Especially the spread of social media have vastly increased the quantity and accessibility of OSINT sources.[3,11] OSINT thus compliments traditional methods of intelligence gathering at very low to no costs.[4,15]

OSINT increasingly supports the work of LEAs in the identification of criminals as well as their activities such as recruitment, transfer of information and money or the coordination of their illicit activities.[18] For instance, the capture of Mr. Palazzolo, a treasurer for the Italian mafia on the run for 30 years was accomplished partly by monitoring his Facebook profile.[8] OSINT also demonstrated its potential to help respond quickly to criminal behaviors outside the internet, for instance, during public order incidents such as the 2011 UK riots.[1] OSINT has therefore become an important tool in the arsenal of LEAs to combat crime and ultimately safeguard society.[14]

To fulfill these functions, OSINT depends heavily on the integrity and accuracy of open data sources. This integrity is jeopardized, if internet users choose not to disclose personal information or even to provide false information of themselves.[7,9] Such omissions and falsifications can have grave consequences, if decisions are being made from data that is assumed to be accurate, but is not.[19]
This issue has become especially poignant, since the revelations by former NSA-contractor Edward Snowden of large-scale monitoring of communications and online data by state agencies. The revelations have created considerable mistrust in citizens of internet-based surveillance by governments; bringing the tensions between ‘the security of society’ versus ‘a fundamental right to privacy’ into sharp profile. These discussions begin to show concrete effects. For instance, privacy-sensitive keywords in Google searches changed from the period before to after the Snowden revelations, as users proved less likely to use keywords “that might get them in trouble with the [US] government”. Despite the existence of mandatory national and international data protection and privacy regulations, internet users thus seem wary of online surveillance and in consequence modify their behaviors.

For organizations using OSINT in their decision-making, changes in users’ behaviors and here specifically the willingness to provide accurate accounts of themselves are problematic; firstly, because they increase the incidence of false information; secondly, because they raise the complexity and costs for information validation (i.e., authentication of individuals’ web footprint against additional and trusted sources).

It is our belief that better understanding the tendency of internet users of when and why to change their online behavior as reaction to online surveillance can help in pinpointing especially problematic areas for the validity of OSINT methods. Such an understanding can further effectively guide efforts for more targeted cross-validations. So far, we lack a clear picture in how far and in what ways concerns of online surveillance change information-bases relevant for LEAs’ use of open source intelligence. We therefore started a research program to systematically investigate whether shifts in online behaviors are likely and if so, in what form. In this paper we report on a recent study, in which we focused on the falsification of personal information, investigating the link between falsification acceptance and propensity with attitudes towards online surveillance, privacy concerns and assumptions of online surveillance by different organizations.

**STUDY DESIGN AND SAMPLE**

To understand internet users’ attitudes towards the falsification of personal information in connection with online surveillance, we conducted an online survey using the micro-working platform Amazon Mechanical Turk to recruit participants between January and March 2014. A
total of 304 users reacted to our request, of which 298 provided usable answers. Our sample consisted largely of experienced internet users (72.2% with more than 11 years of experience) and intensive users, with 41.3% of participants using the internet for at least 7 hours per day. The majority of participants lived in the USA (83.9%), a smaller proportion in India (9.4%) and the remainder in Canada, Croatia, Kenya and Romania (0.4-1.1% per country). The gender distribution was nearly equal with 48.9% male versus 50.4% female participants (0.7% preferred not to answer the question). Participants were relatively young, with a majority of the people 40 years or younger (67.3%) of which most were between 21-30 years (35.6%). Older participants were slightly under-represented with 9.5% between 51-60 years and 3.9% over 60 years (0.7% preferred not to answer the question). The questionnaire was administered online. Participants received US$0.70 for completion of the survey, which took in average four minutes to fill out.

FINDINGS

Attitudes towards online surveillance by state agencies

The first question when investigating the impact of surveillance on online behaviors is certainly, how internet users perceive its value. To capture attitudes towards online surveillance by state agencies we asked our participants to indicate their agreement to eleven statements, five of them positive towards online surveillance (i.e., addressing benefits), three of them negative (i.e., addressing possible threats) and two capturing general acceptance. The average values across the whole sample are shown in Figure 1.

The general acceptance of online surveillance was at a medium level with $m=3.35$ when the focus was on the prevention of offline crimes, and $m=3.33$ when focusing on the prevention of online crimes (both on a scale from 1 to 5). Overall, negative attitudes were considerably stronger than positive ones. Participants were especially concerned about threats to the freedom of expression and speech and the undermining of trust in the own government. Interestingly, the claims state agencies frequently make that monitoring of online behavior ensures that the internet remains a safe place or increases the safety of society found little agreement.
Women were generally more accepting of online surveillance ($t(280)=-3.02, p<.01$) and saw significantly more benefits than men ($t(279)=-2.60, p<.01$). Men in contrast reported significantly higher concerns about its negative aspects ($t(275)=3.69, p<.001$; see Figure 2). Women were especially more willing to support online surveillance, if it could prevent crimes perpetrated outside the internet (offline crimes), whereas men were particularly concerned about the undermining of trust in the government. Further, users with more experience in the use of the internet (longer than 11 years) were significantly less positive towards online surveillance than users with shorter experience (7 years or less; $F(2,274)=5.04, p<.01$). Since age groups did not differ in their attitudes, this effect cannot be explained by generational differences. Instead it hints to an increasing sensitivity towards the issue with growing internet use.
Question: When you think about the possibility of state authorities monitoring of your online behaviors (online surveillance), how much do you agree with the following statements?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Statement</th>
<th>Acceptance</th>
<th>Benefits</th>
<th>Threats</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>If monitoring online behaviors could prevent offline crime/terrorism, state authorities should collect such data.</td>
<td>3.5 (women)</td>
<td>4.2 (men)</td>
<td>3.9 (men)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monitoring of the web can prevent offline crimes.</td>
<td>3.7 (women)</td>
<td>4.1 (men)</td>
<td>3.8 (men)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The surveillance of online behavior is necessary to forestall cyber-criminal activities.</td>
<td>3.3 (women)</td>
<td>3.9 (men)</td>
<td>3.6 (men)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Online surveillance increases the safety of our society.</td>
<td>3.4 (women)</td>
<td>3.9 (men)</td>
<td>3.7 (men)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monitoring online behaviors ensures that the internet remains a safe place.</td>
<td>3.6 (women)</td>
<td>4.1 (men)</td>
<td>3.8 (men)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The monitoring of online behaviors undermines the trust in our government.</td>
<td>3.7 (women)</td>
<td>4.2 (men)</td>
<td>3.8 (men)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Online surveillance threatens our freedom of expression and speech.</td>
<td>3.5 (women)</td>
<td>4.1 (men)</td>
<td>3.7 (men)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Online surveillance undermines social relationships online.</td>
<td>3.6 (women)</td>
<td>4.0 (men)</td>
<td>3.8 (men)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1=completely disagree, 3=neutral, 5=completely agree

Figure 2. Gender differences in the perceived benefits and threats of state online surveillance

Surveillance by state agencies versus private companies

Compared to private companies, who are widely known to collect online data on a large scale, OSINT-use by state agencies has only recently come to the attention of the broader public. Yet, as the intense discussions in the aftermath of the Snowden revelations demonstrate, the sensitivity of the issue seems here even greater. Also, compared to OSINT-use by private companies, consequences of OSINT-use by LEAs can be considerably more severe for the individual under scrutiny. We therefore wanted to know whether online surveillance by state agencies may lead to different reactions than surveillance by private industry. For the second part of the survey we thus used three different framings for our questions: one mentioning that surveillance was conducted by state agencies, one mentioning surveillance by private companies and a third mentioning surveillance without naming a specific organization. 104 people filled out the survey on state authorities (34.9%), 103 answered the survey on public companies (34.6%) and 91 reacted to the generalized condition (30.5%).
First we were interested in the extent of online surveillance users assumed across the three sources of surveillance ranging from ‘none’ of their online behaviors to ‘all of them’. In all three conditions, the average indicates that users assumed at least some of their behaviors to be monitored, although the values were highest for private companies (m=3.52) and lowest for state agencies (m=3.13; see also Figure 3). This difference was also statistically significant (F(2,294)=5.37, p<0.01). This was a general tendency, as neither genders, age groups nor user groups with different degrees of internet experience differed in their assumptions of online surveillance. Despite current debates, private companies seem thus still perceived as more intrusive than state agencies. As we will describe below, this does not mean that surveillance by state agencies is seen as less severe than that of private companies, however.

**Question: How much of your online behaviors do you think are monitored in your country?**

![Figure 3. Assumptions of online surveillance by organization](image)

**Degree of acceptance and propensity to falsify personal information online**

To understand, whether concerns of online surveillance impact the tendency to falsify personal information online we asked participants in all three conditions the same two questions:

- How acceptable they considered the falsification of personal information (acceptance of falsification; from 1-not at all to 5-very much).
- How likely they would falsify their own information (propensity for falsification; from 1-would never do so to 5-have already done so).
We asked for the falsification of five types of information, which are fixtures in most online profiles: (1) providing a false name, (2) providing a fake email address, (3) providing the wrong age, (4) using a fake photo, and (5) providing the wrong gender.

Taking all five aspects together, users showed a high level of acceptance for falsification ($m=3.88$, $SD=0.99$), while the propensity for falsification was somewhat lower ($m=3.06$, $SD=1.05$). Still, only a very small group of people (3.4%) indicated that they would never fake any of the information, whereas 7.4% indicated to have already done so for all five aspects.

Yet, interestingly falsification acceptance and propensity was not uniform across the five types of information. Using a false name and a false email address was seen as highly acceptable, whereas a false profile photo and wrong gender were considered considerably less acceptable (see Figure 4): Only 9.0% considered falsifying the own name as completely or highly unacceptable; for the falsification of the own gender this was 29.2%. The same trend emerged for the propensity of falsifying own information. 37.0% of participants indicated they had already used a fake name and email address, while 70.6% indicate they would never use the wrong gender or would be very unlikely to do so (see Figure 4). Users thus seem nearly five times more likely to indicate the wrong name and over six times more likely to provide a wrong email than indicate the wrong gender. This suggests that the falsification of personal information follows specific patterns; or phrased differently, that different pieces of information in a profile may have disparate likelihoods of being valid or invalid.

To compare the effect of the three surveillance sources, we summarized the five behaviors into one score for acceptance and one score for propensity, respectively. The three conditions did not differ in terms of falsification acceptance ($F(2,285)=0.92$, ns), but resulted in at least a marginal effect for falsification propensity ($F(2,281)=2.77$, $p=.06$). This was due to a slightly higher propensity for falsification when surveillance was conducted by private companies ($m=3.26$) compared to state agencies ($m=2.91$; $t=-2.29$, $p<.05$). Genders, age groups or length of internet use had no impact on either outcome.
Next we considered influences of surveillance awareness, attitudes towards surveillance and privacy concerns on information falsification. Because we used three separate versions of the survey to determine the influence of the organization conducting surveillance, the items on degree of surveillance awareness or their falsification acceptance and propensity referred to different entities (state agencies, private organizations or no organization in particular). We
therefore calculated the correlations between surveillance awareness and information falsification for each of the three groups separately. This also gave us the opportunity to investigate, whether the context of surveillance had an impact on falsification behaviors. Table 1 reports the results for each of the three subgroups.

Table 1. Correlations between falsification behaviors, online surveillance assumptions and attitudes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Std. dev.</th>
<th>1.</th>
<th>2.</th>
<th>3.</th>
<th>4.</th>
<th>5.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>GENERIC CONDITION</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(NO MENTION OF AN ORGANIZATION; n=91)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Assumption of online surveillance</td>
<td>3.36</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Acceptance of information falsification</td>
<td>3.80</td>
<td>1.06</td>
<td>.22*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Propensity for information falsification</td>
<td>3.02</td>
<td>1.03</td>
<td>.10</td>
<td>.66**</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CONDITION ‘SURVEILLANCE BY PRIVATE COMPANIES’</strong> (n=103)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Assumption of online surveillance</td>
<td>3.52</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Acceptance of information falsification</td>
<td>3.99</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>.13</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Propensity for information falsification</td>
<td>3.26</td>
<td>1.03</td>
<td>.12</td>
<td>.63**</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CONDITION ‘SURVEILLANCE BY STATE AGENCIES’</strong> (n=104)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Assumption of online surveillance</td>
<td>3.13</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. General acceptance of online surveillance by state agencies</td>
<td>3.23</td>
<td>1.22</td>
<td>.01</td>
<td>.78**</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Benefits from surveillance</td>
<td>3.06</td>
<td>1.02</td>
<td>.11</td>
<td>-.38**</td>
<td>-.49**</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Threats from surveillance</td>
<td>4.05</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>.08</td>
<td>-.32**</td>
<td>-.24**</td>
<td>-.21*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Acceptance of information falsification</td>
<td>3.84</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>.24*</td>
<td>-.26**</td>
<td>-.23*</td>
<td>.13</td>
<td>.59**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Propensity for information falsification</td>
<td>2.92</td>
<td>1.07</td>
<td>-.32**</td>
<td>-.24**</td>
<td>-.21*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* p < .05, ** p < .01; Pearson correlations, two-sided tests

Interestingly, assumptions of online surveillance had an impact only when framing online surveillance in the context of state agencies or as generalized activity. Here assumptions of online surveillance had a clear positive link with either the propensity to falsify personal information or the acceptance of this behavior (see Table 1). For surveillance conducted by private companies no significant link emerged. Again this suggests that the question of who conducts the surveillance may play a role in influencing concrete falsification behaviors. Surveillance by state agencies may trigger more concrete reactions than either generalized surveillance or monitoring by private companies.

As in the third condition all items referred uniformly to state agencies, this sub-sample gave us the opportunity to further investigate the link between attitudes towards online surveillance by
those agencies and falsification. Here we found a very clear link between attitudes towards online surveillance, acceptance and propensity of falsification: The higher their general acceptance of surveillance and the higher the perceived benefits the less accepting users were of falsifying information and the less likely they were to do it themselves (see bottom of Table 1). Similarly, the more users perceived threats of online surveillance by state agencies, the more willing they were to accept falsifications.

In addition, acceptance of online surveillance moderated the relationship between falsification and assumed degree of surveillance. While higher assumptions of surveillance generally increased the propensity for falsification, this reaction was especially strong for people with a low acceptance of online surveillance by state agencies (see Figure 5). This suggests an important interaction between awareness and attitudes. While surveillance awareness alone may lead to information falsification, the main trigger seems the extent to which surveillance is seen as appropriate. This links tendencies for falsification of own information to how much a person considers state agencies as legitimate and trustworthy, thus emphasizing the potentially critical impact of negative press for the viability of OSINT-based decisions.

![Figure 5. The role of surveillance assumptions and acceptance for information falsification](image)

*Figure 5. The role of surveillance assumptions and acceptance for information falsification*
CONCLUSIONS

Our study demonstrates that discussions about ‘privacy’ versus the ‘rightfulness’ of online surveillance are more than a moral dilemma. Rather, the degree to which individuals are aware of online surveillance and the way they view the acceptability of this act, including the organizations implicated in it, can pose very concrete challenges for the validity of online data – and in consequence for the validity of decisions based on such data. While our study is certainly only a very small window into this complex issue, it demonstrates the potential for concrete, practical implications of surveillance for the usage of open source intelligence, specifically for law enforcement agencies. Surveillance is not neutral. To the contrary, our study attests that surveillance practices may threaten the integrity of the very data they are relying on.

Falsification tendencies as reactions to online surveillance create challenges for the usability of open-source data, increasing especially the efforts required for the validation of information. In the past, OSINT has been hailed as a cheap or even ‘no-cost’ source of operational information for LEAs.[4,16] Our findings suggest that increasing awareness of online surveillance, including painful revelations of problematic surveillance practices by states and LEAs, may severely reduce this benefit – at least for those internet users with a more critical outlook on state authorities and/or a higher need for privacy.

Technical solutions to counter the increased likelihood of falsifications are available. Dai and colleagues, for instance, proposed a number of ‘trust score’ computation models which try to determine data trustworthiness in anonymized social networks using a trusted standard.[5] Additional solutions are thinkable using validity pattern mining, reasoning-based semantic data mining and open-source analysis techniques. One important avenue for identification of false information is to identify possible links between profiles of a single user and then mine the data between profiles for validation. Often users explicitly link their profiles. For example, Twitter posts and Instagram photos can be organized so that they appear on the user’s Facebook timeline. This gives a direct and verified link to further information. Users may also post under the same pseudonym on a number of profiles. Collecting the data associated with each of these profiles provides further opportunity for corroboration. Similarly to Dai et al., another tactic could be to attempt to match the social graph of users across networks. By verifying where these networks overlap inconsistencies in personal data may be identified.
The most difficult part is determining the technological solutions that need to be employed in order to carry out the validation. Two such techniques are classification and association mining. Machine-learning based classification techniques can be used to establish a ground-truth dataset containing information that is known to be accurate. By training models on this data, outliers in new data indicate that the trustworthiness of the information may warrant further investigation. Association mining (or association rule learning) can be used to discover relationships between variables within data sets including social media and other open source intelligence.[12] These association rules can take data from the links discovered between multiple social networks and be used to validate the existing information.

Still, all these technical solutions rely on the cross-validation of open-source information with other (open or closed) sources. Growing falsification tendencies in the wake of increasing online surveillance awareness will make such cross-validations not only increasingly necessary, but also more complex and costly. Here, the notion of differential validity as evidenced in our data may provide a valuable perspective towards a more systematic and targeted approach to information validation by guiding validation efforts towards more or less problematic data. This approach uses the observation that personal information seems to possess systematic variations in its veracity (i.e., differential validity patterns). While our study focused only on a very small set of static information, we assume that similar patterns are observable also for other areas as well as more dynamic data.

An interesting question in this regard is how ‘volatile’ falsifications of personal information tend to be. Do users stick with one type of falsification (e.g., consistently modify name, relationship status or age across services) or do these pieces of information vary across services? Also, do users always use the same content (e.g., always the same false date of birth or photo)? Extending our knowledge of such falsification/validity patterns can considerably reduce the efforts involved in the validation of OSINT-based data. In our current study we did not investigate the reasons behind the differences in falsification acceptance and propensity for the various types of personal information. Getting a clearer understanding of these reasons could tell us much about the contexts in which falsification are more or less likely as well as the strategies internet users employ to remain private.

Clearly, we cannot return to the days of the ‘uninformed’ or ‘unaware’ internet user, and LEAs therefore need to find ways to deal with the consequences of online surveillance awareness and
the possible ramifications it may have for the trustworthiness of online information. While we do not suggest that OSINT will lose its value for investigation processes, we certainly think that LEAs will have to become more sensitive to the reactions their own practices may create for the viability of their methods and in consequence the decisions based on these methods.

Employing ever more advanced technical solutions is certainly not the (sole) solution. Our findings made clear that even more than the pure fact of online surveillance, the perceived purpose and legitimacy of the act are the main drivers behind the extent to which users alter their behaviors online. This not only explains the role of (largely negatively tinted) public discussions for the behavioral changes in the wake of the Snowden revelations.[10] It also outlines the criticality of properly legitimizing online surveillance to reduce distrust in LEAs and thus pressures towards information falsifications and probably behavioral changes more generally.
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